Name of Organisation: ________________________________

Status of Organisation (circle one):
- Governmental national
- Governmental International
- National Professional Society
- International Professional Society
- Other Non-governmental Organisation

Mission/Key Objectives of the Organisation
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

On behalf of the Organization named above, I declare our support for the Notify Project in its objective to collect and share didactic information on adverse outcomes in transplantation, transfusion and assisted reproduction with the aim of improving safety and quality in these fields.

As we share this objective, we will:

1. provide expertise, as and when available, to help in the identification, review and editing of documented serious adverse reactions and events for inclusion in the Notify Library website (www.notifylibrary.org) hosted by the Italian National Transplant Organization (WHO Collaborating Centre for Vigilance of Cells, Tissues and Organs);
2. disseminate the Notify Library tool among stakeholders (e.g. by putting a link on our website)
3. give permission for the inclusion of our name and logo on the Notify Library homepage to indicate our support for the initiative.

It is noted that this statement does not extend to the provision of vigilance data or cases from our international vigilance system to the Notify Project; any provision of such data would be addressed by a separate detailed agreement.

CONTACT PERSON

Name:
Surname:
Role in the organization:

Signature:
Date:

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM BY EMAIL TO NOTIFYLIBRARY@ISS.IT